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Abstract
The work presented here deals with the topic of
transcribing medical images in an automated fashion. In
particular, a dataset of chest X-ray images with available
radiological impressions was used to train two models, one
based on RNN with GRU and another based on
Transformer model. Image feature extraction was
performed in two different ways – first using an available
pretrained model and a second using training from handlabeled multi-labels of the dataset under consideration.
Comparisons were carried out using BLEU scores and it is
shown that the transformer model with image features
extracted from a trained model slightly outperformed the
attention model. Mean BLEU scores around 0.4 indicate a
reasonably good match between reference and predicted
transcriptions, given a relatively small dataset. However,
BLEU scores were not found to be reflective of the success
of accurate transcription. Further improvements are
possible by expanding the dataset and using a medical
dictionary available for reference transcription along with
better metrics to capture the accuracy of transcription.

1. Introduction
Chest radiography is the most performed diagnostic
exam globally. The exam provides screening for several
pathologies such as lung tumors, emphysema, pneumonia,
and more recently, Covid-19. Typically, diagnosing chest
pathology is a time-consuming task requiring considerable
expertise by radiologists trained in thoracic imaging.
Current state-of-the-art systems, including those based on
artificial intelligence, cannot provide a substitute for a
trained radiologist. Automatically, diagnosing chest
images and transcribing them is an ambitious project with
global impact. Such an application, if realized fully and
accurately, can be deployed in remote or underserved areas
where a trained radiologist may be hard to access.
Despite tremendous strides made in object detection and
caption generation, application to medical diagnosis is a
formidable challenge. This is mainly due to the open-ended
image level anatomy and pathology labels provided by
radiologists. This includes pathologies described using

similar phrases as well as abstract and complex reasoning
sentences than plain text. The second more pertinent
problem is related to the size of the images (~1000x1000
or higher) and the relative extent of pathologies detected,
which can range from a few voxels to several thousand
pixels. Fully dense annotation of region-level bounding
boxes normally needed for computer vision datasets
remains non-viable for now. Another challenge is that
ImageNet pre-trained deep CNN models usually serve as a
good baseline for further model fine-tuning. However, this
situation does not apply to the medical image diagnosis
domain. Thus, we must learn the deep image recognition
and localization models while constructing the weaklylabeled medical image database [1]. Under the
circumstances, transcribing meaningful reads with high
accuracy to datasets is still elusive.
In this work, different alternatives to handling this difficult
problem are implemented and discussed. Although using a
relatively smaller dataset, results are reasonably impressive
while pointing to the correct approach to handling the
problem. The image set available (discussed below)
provided a common transcription for one or more images
per patient. Feature extraction from the limited set of
images was first carried out using a previously trained and
available CheXnet model, which was then fed along with
appropriately processed text to an RNN with GRU model
as well as a transformer model. A second approach was to
use the limited image set with hand-labeled multi-labels to
train a DenseNet121 model and then extract image features
from the trained model. In each case, transcriptions needed
to be cleaned/parsed, tokenized, and embedded prior to
feeding to the RNN or transformer model. A range of
possible hyperparameters as well as two CNN models were
considered for feature extraction. Output sequences of
maximum fixed length were compared with reference
transcriptions using BLEU scores. Steady improvement in
scores was noticed from using pre-existing CNN + RNN to
using trained CNN + transformer model. However,
relatively higher Bleu scores do not necessarily reflect a
better model, and other metrics need to be explored.

2. Related Work
Models such as ChexNet [2] and ChexPert [3] have
achieved good classification accuracy and can serve as a
basis for further exploration of human expert-like
transcription of images. The problem was posed as a multiclass classification problem with 14 possible labels
corresponding to different pathologies. The work achieved
impressive results based on a large corpus of radiologist
labeled images. However, NLP related transcription
understanding and transcribing using a trained model was
outside the scope of the work. Park et al. [4] used a Vision
Transformer that utilizes low-level chest X-ray feature
corpus obtained from a backbone network that extracts
common CXR findings to model the severity quantification
of Covid-19. Another work [5] used Vision Transformers
for detecting tuberculosis on lateral chest X-ray images.
Xue et al. [6] used CNN with LSTM in a multimodal model
that combined encoding of the image and one generated
sentence to construct an attention input to guide the
generation of the next sentence, thus maintaining coherence.

Chen et al. [7] generated radiology reports with memorydriven Transformer, where a relational memory is designed
to record key information of the generation process and a
memory-driven conditional layer normalization is applied
to incorporating the memory into the decoder of
Transformer. Zhang et al. [8] used a pre-constructed graph
embedding module (modeled with a graph convolutional
neural network) on multiple disease findings to assist the
generation of reports. Liu et al. [9] performed domainaware automatic chest X-ray radiology report generation
system which first predicts what topics will be discussed in
the report, then conditionally generates sentences
corresponding to these topics. Chen et al. [10] used bidirectional mapping learning using RNN between images
and their descriptions to automatically learn long-term
visual concepts to aid in sentence generation given an
image. Another recent work [11], applied a transformer
model to chest X-ray data. While exact details on the
methodology are not available, reported BLEU scores are
below the ones achieved here. This is most likely related to
the image feature extraction step which is more accurately
captured by this work. Most of the works differed either in
the dataset used or the technique employed and reported
results although difficult to compare across different
datasets, fell short of the scores achieved here.

Each patient had an associated transcription, and each
patient was associated with one or more images. The range
for images per patient was 1 to 5, with frontal or lateral
views (or both) present. Images associated with a
transcription were first extracted from xml files. An
example of a transcription xml file is given in Figure 1
(Appendix) with file names in bold. As can be seen, this
patient had two associated images.
Preprocessing
Images were of different sizes with lateral images
showing a more skewed aspect ratio. All images were
resized to (224, 224, 3). Figure 2 (Appendix) shows the
distribution of the iamges for 10 classes. This was a highly
unbalanced data set with normal reads far outnumbering
pathological reads. While this does reflect the clinical
situation where normal X-rays are more likely to be a
majority of cases, medical priorities dictate that
pathological classes be given sufficient representation due
to the importance of catching a disease state. Accordingly,
images were resampled to increase representation of
minority classes as seen in Figure 2 (Appendix). Postresampling, data augmentation was done by randomly
flipping images horizontally with probability of 0.5. Other
augmentations were eschewed due to their unrealistic
nature (vertical flipping) or after some preliminary analysis
indicated adverse behavior (eg. distortion, zooming).
3.1.1 Pre-trained Model
For the first model, image feature extraction was
performed by using a pre-trained network available from
the CheXnet project. This model is based on a
DenseNet121 architecture trained on 112,120 frontal-view
x-ray images of 30,805 unique patients [1, 2]. The dataset
was trained on 98637 images from 28744 patients,
validated on 6351 images from 1672 patients and tested on
420 images from 389 patients, with no overlap between
patients. The last few layers of the common model used for
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are shown in Figure 1.

3. Methods
The first part of the section deals with generation of image
features fed as input to the encoder, while the second part
deals with captioning related models. Implementation was
carried out in TensorFlow 2.8.2 on Google Colab.
3.1 CNN for feature extraction

Figure 1: For both models, image features were extracted from
the ReLU layer.

Note that the classification layer had 14 outputs for the pretrained CheXnet model corresponding to 4 extra
pathologies being present in that dataset. Image encodings
were obtained with or without an optional 2D average
pooling layer (not shown) which resulted in 3x3x1024
output encodings.
3.1.2 Training Model
Since the dataset used here differs from the CheXnet set
in a couple of ways (only frontal views for CheXnet vs
frontal and lateral views here, and 14 classes vs 10 here),
training a separate model was an endeavor worth trying.
Accordingly, two available models were explored - a
ResNet50V2 model and a DenseNet121 model. Final
classification layer used sigmoid activation similar to the
CheXnet DenseNet121 model. After some preliminary
training analysis, ResNet50V2 was abandoned in favor of
the DenseNet121 model, especially since the DenseNet
model could be initialized with weights from CheXnet
model. The DenseNet121 model was then trained using a
range of hyperparameter values, including learning rates
and number of frozen layers. Adam optimizer with 𝛽! =
0.9, 𝛽" = 0.999. 𝜖 = 10#$ was used. The best model was
updated with each epoch.

The following steps were taken to extract the impression
field from the xml files:
1. Use regex to clean up text in xml files
2. Extract information for fields and store in dataframe.
3.Remove frame rows missing relevant information.
4. Add <start> and <end> tokens to impression string.
5. Tokenize words in the radiology impressions.
6. Restrict impressions to 90th percentile of all string
lengths and pad if necessary.
7. Use Glove [13] with 42B tokens and embedding
dimension 300 to create embedding matrix for words in
vocabulary.
3.2.1

Attention Model

The model is shown graphically in Figure 2 and is based
on [14, 15]. Note that input_2 goes to the decoder.
Encoder
Output from the CNN calculated image feature vector
was reshaped and passed through a MLP layer of
dimension 512. This was followed by batch normalization
and a dropout layer (dropout_rate = 0.5, although other
rates were tried).

Metrics used

Decoder

Since this was a multi-class classification problem, F1score was considered the best metric for accuracy since it
reflects true positive (TP), false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN) in its calculation. Two losses were
considered for this accuracy metric: soft F1-loss and binary
cross-entropy (which has also been employed for multiclass problems). Binary crossentropy loss showed behavior
inconsistent with F1 accuracy while soft F1-loss was more
consistent with F1 accuracy as could be suspected and was
consequently used as the loss function. F1 soft loss is given
by [12].

Output from the encoder was concatenated with the
impression. At each decoder step, attention weights and
context vectors were generated from encoder output and
hidden state using 𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑣$ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊% 𝐸 + 𝑊& ℎ(𝑡)]
and 𝑐(𝑡) = ∑' 𝑎(𝑡). 𝐸 , where 𝑊% , 𝑊& are weights
corresponding to dense layers of dimension 512. The
context vector was then concatenated with the embedded
impression word at time t and passed through a GRU which
provided the output word and the next hidden state. A
schematic of the attention mechanism is provided in Figure
3 (Appendix).
Training was performed by using a custom learning rate
scheduler typical of such models. Total trainable
parameters for the model were 11,226,782 (Figure 4,
Appendix). After initial warm-up steps, learning rate
followed a cosine-based function (Figure 5, Appendix).
SparseCategoricalCrossEntropy with a logical mask
derived from the true impression was used to calculate loss.
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where i refers to the batch index and l to the label index. F1
accuracy is given by (∑% 𝑆% ) /𝐿.

3.2.2 Transformer Model

3.2 Encoder-Decoder Models

A standard transformer as described in [16] was
implemented. Two-dimensional positional encoding was
performed for the image vector while one dimensional
encoding was done for the text sequence. Multi-head
attention consisted of 8 heads.

Pre-processing

Encoder

3.3 BLEU score

The encoder input was similar to the case of the attention
model described above. The encoder is composed of a
stack of N = 4 layers. All sublayers in the model as well as
embedding layers produce output of dimension 512.

To test the accuracy of the generated radiological report,
the predicted and reference transcriptions were compared
based on 1, 2, 3, and 4-gram BLEU scores. Both sequences
were limited to a maximum of 33 words as referred to
earlier based on the 90th percentile of the reference
transcription lengths.

4. Dataset and Features
In this work, a smaller dataset [17] (the IU set) from the
NIH website with detailed transcription available for each
image in the dataset. The dataset consists of a total of 7471
images with 3955 reads [17]. Images are acquired in lateral
and frontal views, and each read corresponds to one or
more images in the data set. Labels for images for each
patient were acquired (private communication with Dr.
John Zech, Columbia U-Presbyterian Hospital) which
allowed for training a model for image feature extraction.
Note that this dataset has only 10 classes including normal
reads, while the CheXnet set is based on 14 labels.
Example of labels for the dataset is shown in Table 1.
Figure 2: Layer graph of the first attention model.
Decoder
The decoder was also composed of stacks of N=4
identical layers. Other hyperparameters include inner-layer
dimensionality for the feed-forward network of dff = 2048.
Model was trained with the Adam optimizer with 𝛽! =
0.9, 𝛽" = 0.999. 𝜖 = 10#$ . Total trainable parameters
were 88,070,594 (Figure 6, Appendix), about 8 times larger
than the attention model described in 3.2.1. Learning rate
+,..
was set similar to [16] at lr = 𝑑()*%#
·min(step_num−0.5,
step_num . warmup_steps−1.5). Warm up steps set to 10000
gave better results than the default 4000 used in [16]. The
final learning rate used is shown in Figure 7 (Appendix).
Some of the other hyperparameters varied were the number
of layers (4 and 6), number of heads (4 and 8) and the
dropout rate (0.2 and 0.5).

Table 1: Nine pathological classes and a normal class resulting
in 10 multi-label classifications.

The original image distribution corresponding to the 10
classes was [620. 114. 265. 84. 204. 589. 72. 86. 48.
5600.]. Data augmentation and resampling was done as
described in the Methods section. After resampling, the
distribution was [1367. 249. 612. 158. 444. 1279. 199.
167. 213. 4057.] Data were first split 85-15 between
training and testing prior to resampling data. The
remaining data were again split 85-15 between training and
validation. Total training, validation and test examples
were then 8041, 1420, and 1113 images with
transcriptions. The dataset was augmented as described in
the Methods section. The total vocabulary size after
cleaning was 1476.

5. Experiments, Results, Discussion
5.1 CNN Training Model
Loss and accuracy obtained with the ResNet50V2 and
DenseNet121 model is shown in Figure 8 (Appendix).
Both models behaved similarly without initialization with
CheXnet weights. However, with CheXnet weights
available as initial weights for the DenseNet121 model, it
was easy to observe improvement in training and validation
accuracy, and thus eliminate ResNet from contention. For
the trained DenseNet121 model, several combinations of
learning rate and frozen layers were tried out. Some of the
results are shown in Figures 9-14 (Appendix) and captured
in Table 2.
A learning rate of 0.001 with decay rate of 0.5/epoch
provided smoother convergence. However, learning was
slower, and although noisy, a fixed learning rate led to
faster training. Since the best model weights were saved
after each epoch, noisy performance while aesthetically
less pleasing, proved more practical in this case.
Although schedule 5 showed higher validation accuracy
than schedules 6 and 7, it performed relatively poorly on
the test set. Final F1-score for schedule 8 was 0.5906.

5.2 Attention Model
Training and accuracy results are shown in Figures 1516 (Appendix). Convergence was relatively quick with the
CNN schedules considered from Table 2, with validation
accuracy showing a slow decline with increasing epochs.
BLEU scores on the test data for the first attention model
using the pre-trained model, and trained model with
schedules 7 and 8 are given in Table 3. When compared
with scores derived using the pre-trained CheXnet model,
an improvement was noticed using the trained models
derived here. Generating scores took 2 hrs 23 min each for
the three schedules.

the model learnt to express a sophisticated transcription
although conflating “grossly clear left lung” with “grossly

Figure 3: Example where true caption and predicted caption
matched up well.

stable pleural effusion”. However, pleural effusion is seen
in the right lung and prediction does describe a “partially

Figure 4: True and predicted captions showing good match.

loculated right pleural effusion” in addition to detecting
“atelectasis”. This is quite remarkable considering that
only 265 and 589 of the cases, respectively, belonged to
these pathologies in the original data set.

5.3 Transformer Model
Training and accuracy over a range of hyperparameters
for the Transformer model are shown in Figures 17-26
(Appendix). Compared to the attention model implemented
above, the Transformer model proved difficult to train,
despite a steep training and validation slope initially which
petered out after around 30 epochs in each case. The
validation accuracy plateaud between 0.35-0.4, regardless
of the hyperparameters used to train the model. Minor
differences were noticed in relation to the trained CNN
model used, with schedule 8 providing the best results.
BLEU scores for three cases are provided in Table 4.

Table 3: BLEU scores for the attention model and pre-trained
CheXnet model (top), trained model (schedule 7, middle) and
trained model (schedule 8, bottom).

Table 4: BLEU scores for three cases of the trained Transformer
model, correponding to training shown in Figures 21, 24 and 20
(Appendix).

Examples of the final predicted impression and the
reference impression along with the corresponding images
are shown in Figures 3 and 4. As is evident from Figure 4,

Although the best Tranformer model showed better BLEU
scores than the Attention model of 3.2.1, actual
transcriptions were not as convincing as the Attention
model generated ones, indicating that BLEU scores alone
are not a surrogate for actual clinical accuracy. This could

be due to a multitude of reasons. For one, all BLEU scores
reported here are in the 0.35-0.45 range, indicating only a
modest agreement with the reference transcription. This is
most likely a result of the larger training parameter space
and the relatively smaller dataset employed here. In
addition, normal reads make up a majority of cases in the
original and resampled (augmented) dataset, indicating that
if a trained model gravitated towards the most common
diagnosis for all samples, it could still result in a higher
BLEU score than another more diagnostically accurate
model. Only BLEU scores with a larger difference (say, 0.4
vs 0.6) might have discriminative value. In many cases
related to attention and transformer models, training
accuracy was initially below validation accuracy. This
could be because although the training and validation data
split was stratified based on image label values, the
unbalanced nature of the dataset could result in the
anomaly. For example, the phrase “no acute
cardiopulmonary findings” appeared repeatedly in various
permutations. For a validation dataset which is known to
contain such normal reads in a greater proportion than the
augmented training set, initial training might gravitate
towards labeling most sets with normal reads, resulting in
better validation accuracy than training accuracy.
However, in later epochs, training accuracy value did show
higher value than validation accuracy, as the model learnt
to identify more diverse transcription and pathological
findings.

Figure 6: Wordcloud of predicted transcriptions obtained from
the Attention model of 3.2.1.

Figure 7: Wordcloud of predicted transcriptions obtained from
the Transformer model of 3.2.2.

Figure 5: Wordcloud of the reference transcriptions showing a
richer word space.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the Wordcloud [19] of reference
and predicted transcriptions. The original transcription
space looks much richer than the predicted transcription
space. However, it does not necessarily reflect on the
accuracy of the transcription. This is due to varied phrases
used in the original transcription to describe the same
pathology or lack of pathology. While the original
transcription is richer in such variations, the predicted
transcriptions likely precipitate towards a more common
denominator of similar phrases. Prominently, phrases like

“acute cardiopulmonary’, “cardiopulmonary abnormality”
and “abnormality acute” occur in the Wordclouds
indicating a certain confidence in the predictions. This is
also seen in additional examples of predicted transcriptions
provided in Figure 27 (Appendix).
The training time, where reported, varied based on the
availability of GPU model Tesla T4 or P100 (for the most
part) with T4 being faster by a factor of ~2.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The current work exhibited the feasibility of deriving
correct transcriptions on presented images, based on a
limited dataset of images with transcriptions and labels, by
using a trained model with weights initialized to those of a
model trained on a much larger dataset without
transcriptions. The Attention model exhibited better
training and validation accuracy on the limited dataset, and
had better success at transcribing accurate diagnosis when

compared to the Transformer model. This is due to the
limited nature of the dataset and can be overcome with a
larger, labeled, and transcribed dataset. BLEU scores were
not found to directly eflect accuracy of transcriptions, and
cannot be relied upon as a one-to-one scale discriminator
of the ground truth.
A substantial amount of time was spent in dataframe
manipulation and interfacing with the models. Training the
Transformer model proved challenging with the limited
dataset, but is likely to outperform the simpler attention
model with a larger dataset. In addition, runtime time-outs
considerably slowed down the process of finding optimal
solutions in each case. As a result, training and validation
consumed precious time, leaving less time for analyzing
results in further depth. For example, mapping areas of the
anatomy corresponding to particular phrases in the
predicted transcriptions would be interesting (saliency
maps), but would need a radiologist interpretation in most
cases. X-ray images are difficult to interpret in comparison
to tomographic images (from CT, MRI or PET), due to
their projection of all anatomy into a single plane. Another
area of interest would be to expand the reference
vocabulary to include phrase mappings between equivalent
terms. This would make BLEU scores more reflective of
the accuracy of transcriptions. For example, phrases like
“pulmonary edema”, “wet lungs” and “subpleural edema”
can be considered equivalent. Similarly, “pulmonary
atelectasis” and “collapsed lung” have similar meanings.
Using a dictionary of such equivalent terms to evaluate
reference and predicted impressions should go a long way
towards achieving accuracy in BLEU scores and other
similar metrics.
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Appendix
CXR open-access http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ byncnd 2013-08-01 XR. The data are drawn
from multiple hospital systems. pulmonary diseases CXR 2013 08 01 Chest X-ray Collection None ,786.2 The lungs
are clear. The heart and pulmonary XXXX are normal. The pleural spaces are clear. The mediastinal contours are
normal. No acute cardiopulmonary disease Radiology Report 201308 01 Chest X-ray Collection normal F1 Xray
Chest PA and Lateral /hadoop/storage/radiology/extract/CXR96_IM-24502002.jpg 7 f2p0k710 f1p0k137 f0p0k184 f4p0k2450 f3p0k181 F2 Xray Chest PA and
Lateral /hadoop/storage/radiology/extract/CXR96_IM-24503003.jpg 7 f2p0k377 f1p0k36 f0p0k518f4p0k1155 f3p0k181
Figure 1: Text in an example xml transcription file.

Figure 2: Original distribution across 10 classes and resampled image distribution. Note that class 10 corresponds to
normal reads which far dominates other pathological classes.

Figure 3: Schematic of attention mechanism used for the first model [15].

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
Connected to
==================================================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)
[(None, 224, 224, 3 0
[]
)]
model_1 (Functional)
average_pooling2d (AveragePool
ing2D)

(None, 7, 7, 1024)
(None, 3, 3, 1024)

7037504

['input_1[0][0]']

0

['model_1[0][0]']

tf.reshape (TFOpLambda)

(None, 9, 1024)

0

['average_pooling2d[0][0]']

im_dense (Dense)

(None, 9, 512)

524800

['tf.reshape[0][0]']

2048

['im_dense[0][0]']

encoder_batch_norm (BatchNorma
lization)

(None, 9, 512)

encoder_dropout (Dropout)

(None, 9, 512)

0

['encoder_batch_norm[0][0]']

input_2 (InputLayer)

[(None, 26)]

0

[]

decoder (decoder)

(None, 26, 1457)

3747102

['encoder_dropout[0][0]',
'input_2[0][0]']

==================================================================================================
Total params: 11,311,454
Trainable params: 11,226,782

Figure 4: Attention model layers and parameters.

Figure 5: Learning rate schedule for the attention-based model.

Figure 6: Transformer model with layers.

Figure 7: Final learning rate schedule used with transformer model.

CNN Model Training

(a) ResNet50V2 trained with CNN base frozen and with original data (lr = 0.01*).

(b) DenseNet121 with CNN base frozen and original data. No CheXnet weight initialization (lr = 0.01*)

(c)

DenseNet121 with CNN base frozen and original data. CheXnet weight initilization (lr = 0.01*)

Figure 8: ResNet50V2 compared with DenseNet121 with and without CheXnet weight initialization.

Figure 9: DenseNet121 with convolutional base frozen and augmented data (lr = 0.01*).

Figure 10: DenseNet121 with base frozen, resampled and flipped data (lr = 0.001*).

Figure 11: DenseNet121 with layers upto 409/429 frozen and resampled data (lr = 0.001*)

Figure 12: DenseNet121 with layers upto 409 frozen, resampled and flipped images (lr = 0.001*)

Figure 13: DenseNet121 with layers upto 409 frozen, resampled and flipped images (lr = 0.001*).

Figure 14: Densenet121 with all trainable layers and resampled and flipped images (lr = 0.001*).

Attention Model Training

Figure 15: Attention loss and accuracy with schedule 7 of CNN model.

Figure 16: Attention loss and accuracy with schedule 8 of CNN model.

Transformer Model Traning

Figure 17: Transformer model with dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 1024, 3x3x1024 image feature vector
obtained from schedule 8.

Figure 18: Transformer model with dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 3x3x1024 image feature vector
obtained from schedule 8.

Figure 19: Transformer model with dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 3x3x1024 image feature vector
obtained from schedule 8 trained for 50 epochs.

Figure 20: Transformer model with dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 3x3x1024 image feature vector
obtained from schedule 8 trained for 100 epochs.

Figure 21: Model with dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, but 7x7x1024 image feature vector.

Figure 22: Transformer model dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, image feature vectos 3x3x1024
(schedule 7)

Figure 23: Transformer model dropout = 0.5, num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 1024x3x3, (schedule 7).

Figure 24: Transformer model with num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 1024x3x3 image features, dropout = 0.2
(schedule 8).

Figure 25: Transformer model with num_layer = 6, d_model = 512, 1024x3x3 image features, dropout = 0.5
(schedule 8).

Figure 26: Transformer model with num_layer = 4, d_model = 512, 1024x3x3 image features, dropout = 0.5, trained
for 150 epochs (schedule 8).

True impression: 'no acute cardiopulmonary disease .'
Predicted impression: 'no acute cardiopulmonary findings .'

True impression: 'central pulmonary vascular congestion without edema
consolidation . bilateral pleural effusions .'
Predicted impression: 'stable cardiomegaly . improved aeration of lung
bases with persistent left basilar effusion . prominent interstitium
possibly due to mild volume overload .'

True impression: 'no acute cardiopulmonary abnormalities .'
Predicted impression: 'no acute cardiopulmonary abnormality .'
Figure 27: Further examples of transcriptions with close agreement between reference and predicted impressions.

